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eputafcion and started throughout Europe a fire of passionate
resolution to dethrone it and tear down its idols and laws and
government, compared to which the commotion raised by
Ibsen's "Doll's House" and "Ghosts" was a storm in a teacup
It is significant that though our press made a prodigious fuss
about Ibsen as he sent the revolted daughters of the business and
professional classes flying from the domestic hearth "to live
their own lives" in all directions, the leaders of the proletarian
movement which has overthrown Capitalism in Russia took no
notice of Ibsen They were not unaware of him, for at the first
performance of "A Doll's House" in England, on a first floor in
a Bloomsbury lodging house, Karl Marx's youngest daughter
played Nora Helmer, and I impersonated Krogstad at her
request with a very vague notion of what it was all about
But there is all the difference in the world between welcoming
a dramatic poet as a useful auxiliary, which was the Marxist
attitude towards Ibsen, and being wakened from a complacent
satisfaction with Victorian respectability by a moral earth-
quake which threatened to bring every suburban villa crashing
to the ground in a hurricane of Feminism and Anti-Clericalism
and anti-Idealism
I had the advantage of that difference I had read Karl Marx
fourteen years before Lenin did, and the shock of Ibsen's
advent did not exist for me, nor indeed for anyone who was not
living in the Victorian fools' paradise All the institutions and
superstitions and rascalities that Ibsen attacked had lost their
hold on me Consequently, whilst the fashionable Victorian
playwrights who had never heard of Marx were reeling all over
the place from the Ibsen shock, my self-possession and gaiety
and grip of the situation were completely undisturbed, and
when in response to various external suggestions and pressures
I began writing plays, they were just as amusing and un-
distracted as if Ibsen had never been born But they were also
so strange to the theatre of that day, kept alive by a little
group of fashionable actors who brought their artistic skill and
attractiveness to the rescue of every successive rehash of the
adulteries and duels which were the worn-out stock-in trade of

